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TRUNCATIONS OF INFINITE 
SERIES ASSMZIATED WITH 
MATRICES AND ALGEBRAIC 
SOME CF GRAMMARS9 
__ 
Ah&act. \Ve ccaikkr nn algchraic sptrm over R[ .I] of fhc form Y = ~z,,(.x 1.Y” + 
(iI, I (x 1.y -t uk (x). \Vhcrc a,,(x) and al ( x 1 are in xR[x] and ak _ I i x) is in .ulR. Let 4 be the ‘infinite 
mcidcncc matrix’ associated with the algebraic system. Then we prove that the eigenvalues of 
northwest corner truncarions of A are dense in some algebraic curves. 
Using this we get a rcwlt on positive algebic series. We consider the case tkzt the coefficients 
of a,(a, (‘6=0.. . . , k - II. k 1 are positive. The algebraic series generated by the algebraic sysiern 
m .IV tx wewed as a function in the complex wriabie x. Then by the above fact we prove that the 
r3ulw of convergence of the functiw L;-..~is the least positive zero of the mod:.fied discriminant 
-25 the system. 
As an npplkation IO context free languages we show a procedure for calculating the entropy 
of wme one counter languages. Other applications to Dyck languages and the Lukasiewicz 
IiHlpWlgC are also dewribed. 
htroductian 
Analytical study of rational series have been developed [2, 4, 7. 9, 11, 13, 23, 
3 1 ] and the radius of convergence of a positive rational series is characterized. The 
radius of convergence quals the inverse of the largest positive zero of a characteristic 
polynomial. 
Chomsky and Miller [7] applied the definition of the channel capacity to regular 
languages and gave a procedure for calculating the channel capacity of regular 
languages. Kuich [ 141 defined the entropy of a language. It showed the relation 
between the entropy and the singular point of the structure generating function of 
the language that has minimum modulus and gave statements on the entropy of 
unambiguous contcsl free grammars. 
In the prcscnt paper we consider the structure generating function of an unam- 
biguous context free grammar in some restricted class. We prove that the radius of 
convergence of the structure generating function of the language equals the least 
positive zero of some polynomial. From this we can get a procedure for calculating 
tk entropy of some context free languages and we can do asymptotic analysis of 
the number of gran,,natical strings of given length. 
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Our main results are stated as follows. 
We consider an algebraic system of the form 
X=a,,(xfX” +a; ,(x)X+a,(x), t*j 
where ~~&u), ak(x) E xR[x.l and a,&.~) E x/R. We construct a pushdown automaton 
from the algebraic system and identify this pushdown automaton with an infinite 
state automaton by regarding its configurations as ‘states’. Let A be the infinite 
incidence matrix of the infinite automaton and A,, be the II X n northwest corner 
truncation of A. Then we shall show that the eigenvalues of the truncations A,, are 
dense in some algebraic curves. These algebraic curves can be computed directly 
from. the algebraic system. 
[Jsing this we get a new result on positive algebraic series. We consider the case 
that the coefficients of a,(x) (i -0,. . . , k - 1, k) in (*) are positive. Since the field 
R of real numbers is a subfield of the field @ of complex numbers, the algebraic 
scrics generated by the algebraic system becomes a genuine power series in the 
complex variable. Hence it may be viewed as a function in the complex variable s. 
‘I‘hcn by the above fact on truncations we shall prove that the radius of convergence 
of the function equals the lcast positive zero of modified discriminant of the algebraic 
system (It L 
As is stated above. we shall use infinite matrices and their truncations to obtain 
t hc main results. 
In Section 1 we study infinite matrices. Uchimura [33] considered two kinds of 
dctcrminants dct*:( E - ~4) and det” (E - x,4) of an infinite matrix E - -X-A. Here 
iic’ examine C’on Koch’s definition of the determinant of the matrix. We shall show 
that among these three definitions det*( E - xA) and det’( E - sA) are useful to 
int4gatc the infinite matrix P% associated with the algebraic system (rt). 
In Section 2 we dctine the infinite incidence matrices associatec_l with the algebraic 
%vk+icrn (* j and studv the analytical structure of the truncations of the matrices. In 
order to define the incidence matrices we use Kuich’s results [IS, 161 showing the 
i,&tion between algebraic systems and infinite matrices over .~((I*)>, where S is a 
wmiring. 
In Section 3 wc continue analytical study of truncations to gk t main results. 
SCction 4 delivers the main results of this paper. 
iI1 Section 5 a;7plications to one counter languages we described. WC show a 
prwcdurc for calculating the entropy of some OIK counter languages and we do 
a~\ rnptotic analwis of the’ number of grammatical strings of given Itwgth in Section 
5.i. 
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truncated matrix, their multiplicity and left eigenvectors. As an example of the large 
systems we consider the stack whose depth is bounded but very deep. Clearly the 
incidence matrix of this system is equal to a truncation of the infinite incidence 
matrix associated with the context free grammar 
X+xX2, x+x. 
Salomaa [24] mentioned that formal language theory is a really interdisciplinary 
area of science. Hence this approach will be interesting for readers of this journal. 
Defiaiiions 
According to [9], we give definitions of automata. 
Let X be an arbitrary set. An R-subset A of X is a function A: X --f If%. An 
lhwmtom~torz d = (0, I, T) is given by a set Q with R-subsets I and T and by an 
R-subset A of Q X (a} X 0, where (T is a letter. If 0 f bc = A( p, cr, 9) (p, 9 E Q), then 
we say that the e&c! p kcr 4 is in ,94 and that ko is the lube1 of the edge. For any 
path c: p ‘l”z 4, + l - * + qn_ , kn”, 4, its label ICI is defined to be ka”, where k = 
k, . . . k,, E R. In this paper we assume that the indegree and outdegree of any element 
jn 0 are bounded. The set of all paths from p to 4 of length m is denoted by 
a,, f p, 4 ). Let F( a,,, ( p. 4)) be a monomial z, 1 cl, where c E a,,, ( p, 4). Since 
A( p, ~4) = arwl E if%‘, the R-subset A may be viewed as a matrix A: Q X 0 + R, which 
is called the rncidence matrix of ,d with respect to a fixed ordering of Q. We assume 
that Q={1,2 ,... ,n,. . .} if Q is an inf;I;ite set and Q = {1,2, . . . , n} if the cardinality 
of Q, denoted by IQI, is 1~. It is clear that F(u,,(i, j)‘, is the (i, j)-component 
of ( uA)“‘. Let P*( i, j)(~) be a formal power series Sii -i-C,,,, , F( a,?, (i, j)). Then 
P*( i, j)(a) is the (i, j)-component of the matrix x,,, _() (VA)“‘. Note that P*( i, j)( 0) 
is determined by the set of labels of all path from i to j. By substituting a complex 
variable x for each letter 0 in P*( i, j)( a), we get a function P(i, j)W. It will be 
proved later that the radius of convergence of P( i, j)( x) is not zero. Hence P( i, j)(x) 
becomes a power series. Then the function P(i, j)(x) is called a generutirq fwctiorz 
of .:?/* w 
We need some definitions on infinite matrices stated in [IS]. 
An infinite matrix A is row finite (columlz fhite) if for each i 3 O( jz 0) there 
exists an r(i) 3 0 (( ( j) 3 0) satisfying a, = 0 for p 2 r(i) (q 2= c( jj>. 
An infinite matrix A is in Jucobi form if it is possible to partition A into blocks 
,M( i, j), i, j 3 0, satisfying M( i, j) = 0 for 1 i - - jl> 1. 
Since the indegree and outdegree of any element of 0 are bounded, the incidence 
matrix of .d is row and column finite and so it is in Jacobi form. The automaton .d 
is a locally finite infinite automaton. 
1. Infinite matrices 
In this section we define three kinds of the determinants of a matrix E - .rA and 
IJdy the relationship between them. The two kinds of them are defined by using 
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generating functions of infinite state automata. So we consider an infinite state 
automaton ,c7Q with infinite states 0. 
Let 
be a subautomaton of s4 whose stafes are i(l), . . . , i( n - 1) and i(n). Clearly 
J+r 1 ),...An ,] i*, a finite automaton. We‘ define generating functions 
&l,.....irnJ] (i(s’l, i(f))(x) (1 s s, f s n) of the automaton J& 1 ),...,i(,,)l. Each of them 
is determined by all paths from i(s) to i(f) in &li(l),...,i(n)]. 
We shall define another kind of generating functions. Let S be a finite subset of 
Q. We define the R-x-automaton & (s) by removing all states in S and edges incident 
with the states,. We represent he set of Labels of all paths from i to j in &, by 
the power series P&i, j)(x). For instance, &,(2,2)(x) is determined by all paths 
from state 2 tc I state 2 each of which does not pass state 1. 
Now we define two infinite products 
PdXJ =PU, l)LWd2,2)(-4. . . Pcl.z .. . . . . l--,J(n, n)(x). . . - 
and 
We suppose that P, (xj and K(x) ari: in R[[x]]. Under thk assumption we defined 
two products det^(E-xA) and det*(E-x-A) by det”(E-xA)=l/P,(x) 
det*(E - xA) = 1 i&(x), where E is the unit matrix of infinite dimension and 
the incidence matrix of .4. 
and 
A is 
When A is a nonnegative infinite matrix, we have the following theorem. 
‘Theorem ([33]). Suppose that any element of the incidence matrix A is n nonnegative 
number. Then 
det’(E-xA)-det*(E-xA). 
In [ 131 we have the following definition by Koch with a determinant of an infinite 
matrix 
Applying this formula to our case we obtain 
tkt( E -- .uA) = 1 + (--.xu) x arlerl + (1.1) 
Truncaticms and algebraic series 
We suppose that all series 
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rl.rl7 ,.e* 
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converge absolutely. 
Under this assumption we defim det(E - xA) by the right-hand side of (1.1). 
Theorem 1.1. Assume that A is lIonnegative and all coeficients of det( E - xA) 
con verge absolutely. Then 
det( E - xA) = det^( E - xA) = det*( E - xA). 
Sketchof proof. Let N={l,2,. . . ,m , . . .}. We denote the set of all rearrangements 
on N by Q, . That is, any element w in Qm can be represented in the following form: 
( i(l), i(2), . . . , i(n) @l = j(l), j(2), . . . , j(n) 1 ’ 
where 
(1) i(t), j(t)EN (lctsn), 
(2) i( 1) 5- i(2) C. . * S i(n), 
(3) for any m E N the number of occurrences of m in { i( 1), . . . , i(n)} is equal 
to that in {j(l), . . . , j(n)}. 
We definite a mapping p by 
where aij is the (i, j)-component of A. It can be easily proved that P,(x) = 
TWO& P(w)* 
From the generalized MacMahon’s master theorem by P. Cartier and D. Foata 
one has the following identity: 
(1.2) 
where Q,, is the set of all rearrangements on { 1,2, . . . , n}, and p is the Moebius 
function of Q, defined by 
(-lJk if w is a permutation decomposable 
into a product of k disjoint cycles, 
0 otherwise 
(see [17, pp. 328-3321). 
We can easily extend (1.2) to an infinite case. Thus 
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Clearly 
artr1 ’ l l %Nl 
1 p(w)P(w)= f yz ; ; . 
WCC?, n=[j . 
a rnrl l ’ .a mm 
Thus we get 
det(E -xA) = l/(P(l, l)P(,,(2,2). . .) 
=det”(E -xA1 
=oet*(E -xA).. q 
We remark that the definition of del(E - xA) is independent of the ordering of 
the set Q. Thus two definitions of det” i E - xA) and det*( E - xA) are independent 
of the ordering of the set Q under the assumption of Theorem 1.1. 
From this theorem wr: are convinced that det*(E - xA) and det*( E - xAj have 
connections with some properties of an infinite matrix A. 
We shall show that det ’ (E - xA) and 4et*( E - xA) are useful to investigate locally 
finite infinite graphs and their incidence matrices associated with some context free 
grammars on and after the next section. 
2. Infinite automata and truncations 
In this sectioal we discuss some algebraic systems. The reader who is unfamiliar 
with the theory of algebraic systems may consult [23, 15, 161. 
We consider an algebraic system in the form 
,~=a,,(x)X”+al(x)Xh-‘+~ ’ -+a~_,(sjX+‘~l,(x). (2.1) 
where Ll,,( x), . . * q ah(xR[x], ah_,(xj=cs (cER), a,,(.~)#0 and ak(x)#O. 
This algebraic system is strict [ 161 because of the assumption that a,,(x), . . . , 
al, tx) E xR[x]. The reason why we assume that elk_ 1 (x) = CA- will be explained at 
the end of Section 4. 
Let 
a,,M = (1(0, h(o))sh’“‘+* * --I-&(I, I)_& 
The algebraic system ( 2.1) induces a weighted context free grammar G = 
({t’). ((7). P. t% wherrl the set P consists of productions 
I* -j n(i. j)drh I. () 5: i 5 I\. 
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We introduce an R-a-pushdown automaton as a special type of R-a-automaton 
(see [16, Section 31). 
An R-~-pushdown automaton 
d = ( Qp, C 6, qo, po, Q,) 
is given by 
(ij a finite set Q,, of elements called states, 
(ii) an alphabet r of pushdown symbols, 
(iii) a mapping S: Q,~({~}~{E})x~-,IW[Q~X~*], 
(iv) q. E C&, called initial state, 
(4 POE K 
(vi) a set Q+ = QP called final states. 
From the algebraic system (2.1) we construct the R-c-pushdown automaton as 
follows: 
<i) Q,,={qO),qW,. l l ,q(b(Oj+b(lj+* - .+b(k-2)+bCk)-k+l)}, 
(ii) T=(U), 
(iii) S:Q,X{(T}X{L)-,[W[Q~XU*] is defined by 
W(l), a; 0) = C a(i, lj(q(i), ~~-7, 
i -0 
S(q(1). CT, tl)=(q(2), u)+(q(b(O)+l), u)+. l - 
+(q(W)+- . l +b(k-3)--k+4), u) 
+ (q( b(0) + * l +h(k-2)-k+_?),h), 
6(q(i),cr, u)=(q(i+l), u)+a(O, Nq(l), v”), 2~ is b(O)--+ 
S(q(i),o. u)=(q(i+l), t!)+a(j, i-(6(0)+* l l +b(j-l)-j)j(q(l), ck--j), 
l<j<k-2, 
b(0) + - l .+b(j-1)-j+2~i~b(O)+.*.+b(j)-j-l. 
Wq(b(O)+- l .+b( j>-j>, a, ~1) = a( j, b(jj)(q(l), pkei), 
OSjak-2, 
S(q(i),cr,u)=(q(i+l),t’)+a(k,i-(b(O)+~~~+b(k-2)-k+l)) 
x~qu), N9 
b(0) + * ~~+b(k-2)-k+3~i~~(0)+~~+h(k-2j+b(k)-k, 
S(q( b(C)) + . l .+b(k-‘)+b(k)- k+l),a, u)=u(k, b(kj)(q(l). c). 
(iv) The initial state is q( 1). 
(VI /I$) = t:. 
(vi) q( 1) is the onlv final state. d 
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The behavior Ii&]] of the automaton cr;4 is defined by 
lIdI =c. ICI with c:g(li +4(l). 
]I,‘Ai] is equal to the unique solution of the equation obtained by substituting u for 
x in (2.1:). 
The set of states (q(2). . . . , q( b(0) + l l m+b(k-2)+b(k)--k+l)} are called 
auxiliary states. We have introduced these auxiliary states by the similar way to [23, 
Theorem II, 1,4] and [15, Theorem 3j. 
We note that the pushdown automaton constructed from (2.1) is a one counter 
pushdown automaton (see [S, p. 2011). We shall study a restricted one counter 
language (Rocl) of the one counter pushdown automaton. 
Relations between infinite linear systems and one counter languages are studied 
in [lS, 161. 
An R-cr-pushdown automaton can be looked at as an IW-cr-automaton with 
countable states by regarding configurations (q(i), u’) of the R-cr-pushdown 
automaton as ‘states”&he IF&a-automaton. 
We shall order the configurations (q(i), u’) and construct the incidence matrix 
of the automaton. For this purpose we use the technique of block matrices as stated 
in [ 16, Section 31. 
[,et ME ((W[a]j~‘~~x’-‘P)l’~“L1* be the pushdown transition matrix defined by the 
k-a-pushdown automaton. Note that we use r.? in place of v*. 
The set QII is ordered as follows: For q( i), q(i) E QP, 4 (i) < 9( i, if i < j. 
The set U+ is ordered as follows: ci < ci if 0 < i < j. 
The behavior lIti is described by 
where M’ i:; the transition matrix defined in [ 161. 
Let the pushdown transition matrix as defined above be CA. Then the matrix A 
is an infinite matrix with real components. The matrix A is the incidence matrix of 
the R-cr-automaton constructed from (2.1). Clearly the matrix A is in Jacobi form. 
Here we give an intuitive explanation. 
Example 2.1. We consider a context free grammar with real weights GL : o + cd, 
UY, -2A_?, (7$, -U2CZ, UC, u, OZ. This grammar is expressed as the following 
algebraic system: 
The infinite automaton .dl constructed from GI is depicted in Fig. 2.1 (se? [33, Fig. 
Al],. 
We introduce ‘auxiliary states’ there. We order all ‘states’ in z& in: the manner 
depicted in Fig. 2.2. Here a ‘state’ (q(i), uJ) (i 3 2) is called an ‘auxiliary state’. 
We ignore the final vertex of the automaton .&. 
Clearly the incidence matrix of ~2~ is in Jacobi form. 
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Fig. 2.1. The infinite automacon A?, , 
Now we show a relation between algebraic systems and structure generating 
functions. The next definitions and results are due to [14]. 
Let G = ( V, 25, P, v) be a context free grammar estricted as in [14]. r(G) is a 
formal t)ozver series associated with the grammar G. (r(G), w) is defined to be the 
number of different left-most derivations of the word w in G Let 
u(n) = C (r(G). 4, 
’ 
IwI=n 
where Iwl denotes the length of word w. If G is an unambiguous context free 
grammar, then the function f(x) of the complex variable x 
f(x)= f u(n)x" 
n=l 
Fig. 2.2. The ordering of the states. 
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is called the structure generatixgfwdon of L(G). The structure generating functions 
of languages were introduced by [! 41 and havlc-: been studied [4,11,31]. We define 
a mapping # by 
$(w)=x’w~, WEC+ and $(Vi)=Xi, ViE V, 
where x is a complex variable and Xi is) an indeterminate. 
In this paper we shall confine ourselves to the following case. 
(1) An algebraic system which induces a context free grammar G = (V, 2, P, u) 
consists of an equation of the form v = p, p E R(( Vu Z)*). That is, V = { v}. 
(2) X = G(p) can be written as (2.1). 
It is known [14, Theorem 2] that the algebraic system X = +(p) has a unique 
analytic solution X = g(x) in a disk with center x = 0 satisfying g(0) = 0 and that 
g(x) is equal to the structure generating function of L(G). (It follows from this 
fact that any other solution of the equation X = t,!?(p) has a siklgularity at x = 0.) 
Let P( 1, l)(x) be a generating function of the R-a-automaton associated with 
the equation X = +(p). Then the structure generating function f(x) of L(G) is 
equal to a&)P(l, l)(x). 
Example 2.2. Now we sive an example of an unamtiguous context free grammar. 
Let G2 = ((v?~ (a, ci’], P. v), where P consists of two productions v + avv, t’ -? a’. 
Then L(G2) is t’fie Lukasiewicz language over {a, a’} (see [5, p. 471). Therefore, 
L( G2) = Q a’, where 11, is the Dyck language over (a, a’}. It is shown [15] that 
the unique solution of X = c;Xu’X+ E is the characteristic series of the Dyck 
tznguage Q. 
The algebraic system over R[x] associated with G2 is written in the form 
X=xX2+x. 
The W-a-automaton A& constructed from this algebraic system is depicted in 
Fig- 2.3 (see also [33, Fig. 3.21). 
The solutions of the algebraic system are (1 f (l -4x’)“‘)/(2x). Then the struc- 
ture generating function f(x) of L( Gz) is equal to (1 - (l -4.?)“‘)/(2~) in a disk 
with center x =0 since f(O) = 0. Let P( t‘, h)(x) be a generating function of the 
R-u-automaton determined by all paths each from u to A. Then 
P! z’, A)(r) =f(x). 
Fig. 2.3. An infinite automaton. 
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On the other hand 
P(v, h)(x) = ak(xjPii, I)(X). 
Thus f(x)=ak(x)P(l, l)(x). 
Next we consider the incidence matrix A associated with the R-a-automaton 
depicted in Fig. 2.3. Then 
A=Jac,(O, 1,l) (see[lS,p. ill]), 
that is, 
Uii"0, Uii+l=l, Ui+li=l foriH, 
aij=zO for i,jal with li--il> 1. 
We note that the final vertex A in the automaton is ignored in the incidence matrix. 
We denote the n X r,~ northwest corner truncation of the infinite matrix A by A,,. 
Then a truncation A?, of A corresponds to a finite subautomaton of the R-U- 
automaton sPz. Let 
d,, (x k = det(E,, - xA,), where E, is the rz X n unit matrix. 
Then it will be proved in Section 5 tirat d,,(x) = x”S,Jl/x), where S,,(y) is the 
Chebyshev polynomial ?>f the second kind (see also [32]). Therefore, the zeros of 
the polynomials d, (x) C n 2 1) are dense in the intervals (-CQ, -l/2) and (1/2,m). 
In order to prove the main results we extend the results to any algebraic system 
written as (2.1). We note that two points -l/2 and l/2 are branch points of the 
equation X = xX2 + x. 
Now let us turn to the incidence matrix A associated with the algebraic system 
(2.1) and its truncation A,. 
We assume that we assign the (m + 1)st state to thi ‘state’ (q(l), v’). That is 
m = b(0) + l .*+b(k-2)+b(k)-k+l. 
Then the ‘state’ (4(l), v”) becomes the (2m + 1)st state. 
In the first place we prove the following lemma concerning an R-a-automaton 
with countable states (1. 
Lemma 2.3. If 16 j s r~ - 1 and 16 n, then 
where li&, *, is a cofactor of the (1 ,l j -component of the matrix M and E,, #is the n x 1~ 
unit matrix. 
Proof. By Mason’s formula on signal flow graphs [ 19, 201 or [33, Proposition 2.1 J
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we compute 
det(E,c”-l)+i-xA,,,,,-,,+i) and (Ej)(f,ll. 
Then the lemma follows. Cl 
Hereafter we consider only the polynomials det(E,t,_I,+l -xA~(~-.~,+~). Let 
4AN = dW%,~,-lj+l --&,~~+l). Clearly 
pfl,2,...,mn+j] (19 W) = d,(wkt+,w, (2.2) 
for any j (15 js m- l), and for any 1x1~ E (see [33]). 
It is obvious that d, (x) = 1 - &_l (x) = 1 - cx. We have the following recurrence 
for a sequence of polynomials d, (x). 
Lemma 2.4. With the abow niotation, 
(In+k(X)=~1-ak-1(X))d,l+k-l(X)-[ak-Z(X)ak(X)dn+k-7(x) 
+ak-3(X)ak(X)~d,+k--3(X)+’ ’ l +a,,(X)ak(X)k--1d,,(x)], 
do= 1, d.,=d-Z=.*.=d_k+,=a (2.3) 
Proof. Let s=(n+k)m+l (n>(l). Let 
f( ) X =ak--l+ak -.!~~~,+1.~~+7..,..~]0?1+~r r7z+1)ak 
+ak-3&+1.....~1 (2f72 + 1, 2!?2 + l)&P[,,l+, ,, &‘I + l,m + A!& + l ’ ’ , ..I 
+aoPlck-ll,,,+I,....,:i!.~~ - 1)n-l +I, (k-- lh+ l)Qk~~k--Z)m+l,...,sl 
x((k_2)m+l,(k-.2)m+l)ak.. . &,I.+ ,,.... &+l, ~~2+1)4. 
Clearly f( xj represents all paths each of which is a path from the state 1 to the 
state 1 in ~4~ , ,? . . . . . . I and does not pass the state 1 on the way. Hence 
r;i.2.. .,,a o(x) = i/U -f(s)). 
Since 
&rl+l.. .%I I ( ‘m+l,jm+lK~)=P~~.~ ..,_. F ,,,,,UJW 
for any j ( 1 5 j< k - I j, it follows that 
(2.4) 
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From (2.2), we get 
f( ) x = akel + ake2 ak 
d?l+k-l(X) 
dn+k (x) 
2 dn+k-Z(X)+. . . 
-+-ak-3ak ;n+ktXj 
k-1 d,+t(x) 
+aoak d,+&)’ 
Since 
P[ I .Z,....S] (1, l)(X) = dn+ic/d,,+k+~, 
it follows that 
1 -f W = d,,+~+,,‘d,+k. 
Therefore, we have the recurrence quation (2.3). 
By a similar way we obtain the following recurrence for any j (2 -= j s k): 
d~=(l-ak_.l)d,_l-[ak_2akdj_*+ak_3aZ,dj_3+g l l 
+ ak_jt$‘do]. (2.5) 
Since d,(x) = 1 -Ok-,, it follows that dO( x) = 1. Thus from :2.5) we have the initial 
condition 
d-,(x)=d_z(x)=~*.=d_k+l(x)=@ 0 
Now we show the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. The characteristic equation of the difference equatidn (2.3) is 
obtained by substituting ak(x)/X for X in (2.1). 
Proof. The characteristic equation of the difference equation (2.3) is the equation 
Xk+(ak(x)-1)Xk-‘+ak_~(x)ak(x)_~k-2+~k__3(_~)~k(x)2Xk-3+g ’ l 
+6fo(X)&(X)k-’ =o. (2.6) 
Substituting ah (x)/X for X in (2.1) we obtain 
a,l(x)ak(x)k/Xk+,l(x,ak(x)k--‘/Xk-’ f-• l l +(ak&)d)ak/X 
+a&)==O. (2.7) 
Since ak (x) # 0, it follows that (2.7) is equal to (2.6). 0 
From now on we shall study a class of CF grammars each of which is induced by 
the following algebraic system: 
X=u~I(x)X”$cxX+ak(x).. 
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Hereafter as a matter of convenience we consider the equation 
ao(x)Xk+ak_l(x)X+ak(x)=O, (2.8) 
where a,,(x), a&) E xR[x], and ak-&) = cx - l(c E 64). We denote the left-hand 
side of (2.8) by F(X, x). 
First we shall compute the discriminant of F(X, x’). We denote the discriminant 
by D, i.e., 
D = &k-2 l-I (Yr YjJ2v 
i<j 
where the yl(x)‘s are zeros of F(X, X) (1 sjs k). 
Proof. By direct calculation we have 
R(F, F’j =T (1 - kjk-‘a~-“a~. , +a:-‘(ka,,)“, (2.9) 
where H( F, F’) is the resultant of F and F’. We get this lemma by using the relation 
between the resultant and the discriminant. ‘Cl 
When (2.1) is expressed as (2.8), the recurrence relation (2.3 ) is written as follows: 
d,,+k +ak -Jx)d,,+k l +a,~(X)a~(-~jk--‘& 4, 
(2.10) 
d,,=l, d !=d.2=~..=d.,+,=~). 
Then 
d, = -ak..+ d,=(-ak ,)‘, . . _, dl,_l =(-aI,-#? 
Let d,, (xl” = d,, (xl/( -a& _ r (x))“. Then we have 
d;,k=d;+k ,_(-l)ka,,a:[‘d;, 
ali I 
(2.11) 
Now we define two polynomials B and D* to be 
b 
D ( ,,($ (l-k+ ’ z------_= - 
k”ah -’ ( 
P_ 
k“ a”x I 
+ a,,ai ’ and D*=a”, I. 
ft is clear that 6 i?; a polynomial. We rewrite the recurrence relation (2.11) by 
the$e polynomials: 
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Let z = 6/D*. Here we define the polynomials d:,(z) with a variable z from the 
following recurrence: 
drl+k(rl=dn+k-l(r)-[(-l) 
tk3 
z+(k- l)k--‘,‘k’]&(z), 
Thus we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. If k = 0 or 3 (mod 4), then 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
&+k (2‘) = &+k-\ (z)-[z+(k-l)k-‘/k’]&,(z). 
If k = 1 or 2 (mod 3), then 
&+k(z) = &+k_,(.?)-[-z+(k-l)k/kK](in(z), 
&yj,=* * .=Jk_l:E1a 
Next we shdli 9iUve that every zero of d, (z) is positive (negative) if Jc = 0 or 3 
(mod 4) (if k = 1 or 2 (mod 4)) for any JZ 2 k Hereafter we consider only the case 
that k = 0 or 3 (mod 4) because the same method can be applied to the other case. 
First we show the following lemma concerned with the values of &&). 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that -(k - l)“-‘/ kk < z s 0. Then d,,(z) > 0. Besides, 
!i??7 ,I + s L?,, ( z)/d,,+] (z) exists and the limit is greater than 1. 
Proof. Let L?,,(z)/ &,+, (z) = u,,(z). Then 
Let z+(k-l)k-l/kk= a. Then 0 < a < 1. It is clear that the characteristic equation 
of (2.12) has positive roots under the assumption that -(k - l)k-‘/ kk < z s 0. When 
z = 0, there exists only a multiple positive root. This root is equal to (k - l)/ k. Let 
B be the maximal positive root of the equation. Clearly B < I. Dividing the 
recurrence relation (2.12) by &+li_, we get 
K, -t k - I = l/( 1 -au,,+k -?. . . u,,). 
Now we shall prove the following property: 
l/(1-a)su,$l/B foralln>k-I. (2.14) 
We pruve this property by induction. Clearly 
ldk-1 =1/(1--a)< l/B. 
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We have 
Uk+j=l/(f-aUk+ji-l.. . Uk+l)dl/(l-alBk-‘)=l/B, 
for any j 2 0. 
Also we have 
%I =l/(l-:2u,,-I . . . U,,-k+,)31/(1-aUn_2... &,_k)=U,,+ 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.8. Cl 
Next we shall show that every zero of & (z) is positive for any n 2 k. 
Lemma 2.9. For any n 3 k, every zero of d,, ( z) is positive and the zeros of &, (z) 
and d,,, I ( 2) mutually separate each other. 
Proof. We recall that the d,, (z 1’s satisiy the recurrence 
~,,+k(z)=d,+~-,(z)-(z+~k-l)k-l/kk)L?,(z), 
&=d,=. l .=&yl, 
First we note that the degrees of &+, (0 5 j< k - 1) are equal to 11 and the signs 
of the leading coefficients of them are (- 1)“. Next we shall show the following 
property. Let the zeros of & be z,~,~ + . . . , z,,.,. Then 
o< z,,+k 1.r < z,,+L ‘.I < ’ ’ ’ < z,,.rv 
(2.15) 
Z n.I 1 < Zn+k--1.r 
for any set {&, . . . . dt,+k l]. 
We shall prove (2.15) by induction. It is clear that the assertion holds for n,,(z) 
(ks n52k--1). Assume that the lemma is proved for d,I+,(~) (Osjs k-l). It 
follows from Lemma 2.8 that a,, (0) > 0 for any II 2 0. Hence 
d,+k(z,,+k-,,,) = -(Z,,+k--I., +(k-ljk.-‘jkk)d,,(Z,,+k - ,b-•
clearly ~,~,c,(.Z,~,I)=;j,l+k-l(Z,*.I)<Osillce Z,,+k. &=-Zn,$ and &+k(Zpl+C-l.2)>()- By 
the same way we can easily prove property (2.15) and thus Lemma 2.9. n 
Remark 2.10. With the above notation, 
We recall that d,,(x) = J,,(z) ( -ak J*, Therefore the zeros of n,,(s) are deter- 
mined by the zeros of J,,(z). Since z = 6/D* and the zeros of d, (z) are all positive, 
we observe the following algebraic curves. Consider the algebraic function with 
variables x and 2: 
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If the parameter z starts from zero and tends to infinity in the real domain, then 
the variable x decides complex roots and the algebraic curves over real numbers 
accordingly. We denote the curves by C+. That is, 
c+={XE@~3z>O,b(x)=D*(X)X2}. 
Each of these curves begins at one of the zeros of b(x) (but 
of them). If c f 0, then one of the curves in C+ approaches 
does not contain any 
l/c when z tends to 
infinity. We note that 1 /c is the zero of Q k-1 (x). We have thus obtained the following 
theorem, 
Theorem 2.11. Assume that k = 0 or 3 (mod 4) (k = 1 or 2 (mod 4)). Let X = 
{ y E C 1 y is a zero o,f d,,(x)}. Then each element y of X lies in C+ [C-l, where 
C+={XE@)3a~O,d(x)=~*(x)~Z} 
[C_.={xEe~3z<o,D(x)=D*(x)xr}]. 
Since z = d/at+ we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.12. A wme that k is even. The real zeros of d,, (x) lie in the intervals in 
which the valridps OJ’ 6 are positive (negative) if k = 0 (mod 4) ( k = 2 (mod 4) ). 
When k is odd, we can decide the interval since ah+ (x) = cx - 1. 
In Section 4 we shall prove that the set X is dense in C+[C_]. 
For convenience we stlall confine ourselves to the case that k = 0 or 3 (mod 4) in 
and after the next section. It should be noted that similar results hold for k = 1 or 
2 (mod 4), 
3. Convergence of &(x)/d,+&) 
In the previous section, we have established the relationship between the inverses 
of the eigenvalues of A,, and the set C+. 
Here we shall study the relationship between the set C+ and the convergence of 
lim,,.,., n,, (x)/d,,, 1(x) for a complex number x. 
Theorem 3.1. For any complex number x, s is an element in C+ if tend only if 
lim,,_+ ,- n,, (x)/d,,, I (x) does not conoerge. 
Clearly this theorem is equivalent o ‘the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For auy complex number z, z > 0 if and only if lim,,,, a,, (~)/d,,+~ (2) 
does not cou verge. 
Proof. In order to prove this lemma we need some preparations. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let x be an arbitrary complex number. Let r exp(i0) and r exp( k) be 
two roots of the equation 
Xk-Xk-‘+X=O, 
If x is a real number, then 8 = *T. If x is not a real number, then 8 = T. 
Proof. If x = 0, then the assertion is obvious. Hence we assume that x f 0. 
Let z1 = r exp(i0) and z2 = r exp(iTj. Then 
Thus (zl/~z)k--‘=(~2-l)/(z,-1). 
Since lz,/z21 = 1, it follows that Iz, - II= /z2- 11. This implies that 8 - fz If x is 
not a real number, then x # j. Hence we have the last assertion. fl 
Lemma 3.4. Any root of the equation 
is not a 
Xk-Xk-‘+(z+(k-l)k-l/kk)=O 
multiple root if z#O or z+(k-l)k-‘/kkfO. 
(3.1) 
Proof. By setting Y = l/X and using (2.9) we have 
R(F,F’)=(z+(k-l)k-l/kk)k--lxkkzfO, 
where F(Y,z)=(z+(k-l)k‘~l/kk)Yk-Y+l. Cl 
Lemma 3.!3. rf z > 0, lim,,., &, ( z)/ I?, + 1 (2) does not converge. 
Proof. It i!; clear that under this condition the characteristic equation (3.1) of the 
recurrence for &(z)‘s has no real root if k is even, and has only one real root 
if k is odd. Thz root is negative. We consider the case that k is odd. Let the negative 
root be -a (a > 0). Let all roots of (3.1) be yl, y2.. . . , yk =T -a. Suppose that a 3 lyil 
for all i ( 1 s i =S k). Then we have a contradiction since 
aL2 a II yi 
I 
I 
zz+(k-l)” ‘/kk, 
l- 1:-&-l 
Therefore there exists a non-real loot y, such that Iy,l> a. 
Hence tlhe roots whose absolute values are the maximum are non-real in both 
cases. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that these roots are conjugate. By Lemma 3.4 
we have 
f 0 for al! i [2 1, p. 3851. Without loss of general- 
!;I (35_+ k). 
. ‘Z J,, ( z )/ il,, , , (z) does not converge. 
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When -(k - l)k-l/kk < z G 0, we have already shown by Lemma 2.8 that 
lim,,, &(z)/f&+,(z) converges. 
Lemma 3.6. If z s -(k-l)k”fkk, lim,_.~d,(~)/d,+~(z) converges. 
%of. If z + (k - l)k-‘/ kk = 0, the lemma is obvious. We assume that z + 
(k - l)k-‘/ kk < 0. Clearly the characteristic equation 
xk_xk-‘-fZ+(k-l)k-‘/kk =(-J 
has only one positive root. Let the root be r. Then we have 
rk = yk-l +]z+(k- l)k-‘/kkl. 
By [ 10, Theorem 64.1, p. 4581 we have lyil s r (16 i s k) where the yi’s are roots 
of the characteristic equation. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that if Yi # r, then Iy;i c r. 
Thus lim.,, ti,(z)fA+l(z) = l/r* q 
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (continued). Finally we consider the case that z is not real. In 
this case we conciade from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 that there exists a solution yi of 
the claaracter+ic equation such that Iy,i > Iyj, i f j. Then iim,,,, d,(z)/&+&) - 
l/yi- 
Hence we have completed the proof of Lemma 3.2 and so the proof of Theorem 
3.1. cl 
Here we consider an automaton constructed from an algebraic series expressed 
as (2.8). Thought P( 1, l)(x) is defined in some restricted region of the plane, the 
principle of continuation enables us to define the analytic function p( 1, l)(x), since 
P( 1, l)(x) satisfies an algebraic equation. We shall consider the relationship between 
lim ,t+X d,(x)/&+,(x) and P&l)(x). From Theorem 3.1 we conclude that, for any 
complex number x, x B C+ if and only if lim,,, d,(x)/&+,(x) exists. In this case 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. For any complex number x such that x E C+, 
lim d,,Wld,,+l(x) =Rl, l)(x). 
II *.*. 
Prod. From the recurrence relation (2.10) we get the following identity: 
d n*Al+k-I = -ak-I (x) - adxh WW,Jd,,+J X 9 - l 
Let 
F(x) = lim d,,(x)/&+,(x) for any x6! C,. 
n -+ X 
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Then 
l/F(x) =-ak-l(~)-ao(~)ak(~)k-lF(~)k-l. 
Therefore 
Thus ak (x)F( x) is a solution of the equation 
(3.2) 
On the other hand, &(x)P(l, l)(x) satisfies (3.2), since &(x)P(l, l)(x) is the 
algebraic series generated by the algebraic system (3.2) (see Section 2). 
We prove the following property. 
Let E be a sufficiently smali positive number. Then, for any complex number x 
such that 1x1~ E, we have 
Indeed. Let 
ia7 
&‘..,?](l, l)(x) = ; 
k% 
&Xk and P(l, l)(x)= c bkxk. 
k=O 
Let A be the incidence matrix of the infinite automaton. Let B be the matrix 
whose (i, j)-component is laiil, where aii is the (i, j)-component of A. We define 
the generating functions ii1 ,...,J 1, l)(x) and t’( 1, l)(x) of the automaton whose 
incidence matrix is B. Let 
Then 
I I ak < ck sdk and (bkisdk for any k 2 0. (3.3) 
Clearly P( 1, l)(x) is an algebraic function and is holomorphic when Ix-1 < E. Thus 
the radius of convergence of P( 1, l)(x) is not equal to zero. We denote the radius 
of convergence opt’ a power series f(x) by Q(x)). Then it follows from (3.3) that 
~(P[I...,,~(~,I)(X))~~(~~(I, l) s)) and rlP(1. l)(s)Pr(P(l, l)(x))#O. 
On the other hand there exists a positive integer valued function N(U) such that 
cl& = h, for all k s N( 12) and lim,,.,, N( II) = m. Then 
for any \xl< E. It follows from the above argument hat there exists a number r 
Y.K~ th;lt 
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Since Ir~l< 1, it follows that 
IP Cl . . . ..nj(I. l)(x)+(I, I)(x)1 
=S 2(rq(n)+’ (1 + I,rxl+ ir.lcl’+. l l ) s IrxIN(W, 
for any large n. Therefore 
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F(x) = lim d,(x)/d,&) = j+% ~1,...,,1(1, l)(X) =P(l, l)(X) 
n-43 
for any 1x1 C F_ Thus 
~~(x)=P(l. l)(x) for any x@C+. q 
This theorem shows the relation between the truncations and the generating 
function. 
4. Eigenvalues of truncatiow and algebraic serie(s 
In Theorem 2.11 we have shown that an; element of the set X which consists 
of all zeros of all +Aynomials d,(x) lies in the set C+. Now we shall show that the 
set X is dense in C+. 
First we shall prove the next lemma esseht;ally due to [6]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let F,(z) = d, (z)/d,,+, (2). Let G be any bounded subset of the complex 
plane which is positive distance from the set T of all zeros of all polynomials d, (2). 
Then for each z. < 0 there is a constant k, > 0 such that 
IF,Wl~&lF&,)l (2~ G). (4.1) 
Proof. Let 
S = inf]z - Z,,jI (Zn,j E T) 
and let v be the degree of d,+,(z). From the well-known partial fraction decomposi- 
tion and Lemma 2.9 we have 
&, td c A,t,k 
d,,+,(z)= ,?I z-z,*+& where A&k = B(Z,*+,,~)l~~+1(Z,+,,~). 
It follows from Remark 2.10 that A,,k < 0. 
‘ii-ms we obtain 
Sk(z) i 
A n,k 
k-l zo--n+l.k 
= k(z)IFn (z0)Iy 
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Since G is bounded, (4.1) follows, and thus the lemma. q 
We shall need to use the following theorem. 
Theorem (Stieltjes-Vitali), Let { fn} be a sequence of analytic functions, each regular 
in an open region G of the complex plane. If ( fn) is uniformly bounded on G and 
converges on a subset E of G where l3 has a limit point in G, then (f,,) converges 
on G. 
By this theorem we obtain the following. 
Theorem 4.2. The set X is dense in C+. 
Proof. We suppose that there is an open interval (a, b) such that 0 =C a < b and the 
interval (a, b) is free of the zeros of the polynomials d,, (z). Now we can choose a 
bounded, open region G which (i) is a positive distance from T, (ii) contains (cl, h), 
and (iii) contains a segment of the interval (-m,(I). Let E = G n (-irk. 0). It fo3ows 
from Lemma 3.2 that {F, ( zo)} converges for any 2,) E 5’. By Lemma 4.1, {F,, (z)} is 
uniformly bounded on G, hence by the Stieltjes-Vitali Theorem i; converges on G. 
But it follows from Lemma 3.2 that (I$ (z)) does not converge for any z E (R, /I). 
This is a contradiction. Thus the zeros of the polynomials J,, (2) are dense in (0, @. 
Therefore the set X is dense in the algebraic curves C.+ . Cl 
Now we shall show a theorem concerned with nonnegative matrices. As a corollary 
to this we get a procedure for calculating the radius of convergence of an algebraic 
series. 
We consider the case that O,)(X), No. I (.r)+ I and cdh (3 are in rR,[.y]. Then the 
infinite matrix A becomes nonnegative. Let !I,. . . . , h,.. I and h, be zeros of 6(x) 
of the algebraic equation 
Let r,, = min, .- ,._, Ib,j. Let ID(~) = (S c (61 i.yf i; (1). ‘fh wt’ have the followinr! L 
theorem. 
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This theorem is obtained by using the lemma below (see also Seneta [26,29]). 
We consider ;n infinite automaton d satisfying the following three conditions: 
( 1) d is strongly connected. 
(2) For any state in ~4, its outdegree and indegree are bounded. 
(3) The incidence matrix of d is nonnegative. 
We denote the radius of convergence of a power series f(x) by r( f(x)). Let A,, 
be the ro x n northwest corner truncation of the incidence matrix A. 
Lemma (cf. [29, Theorem 6.11 and [26, Theorem 4]j. For any infinite automaton 
d satisfying the above three conditions, we have the following properties : 
i 1) r( P(i, j)) = r( P( u, v)) for any states i, j, u and v in &. 
(2) Let y be ally zero of det( E,, - xA,). Then r( P (i, j)) < 1 yl. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. It is clear that there exists a solution f(x) of (4.2) such that 
P( 1, l)(x) = f(s)lakW. 
We notI= that a,(x) and a&) are in R+[xj. Clearly r(f(x)) = r(P(1, l)(x)). 
Let r(P( 1,l)W) = fl. Since the set X is dense in C+, it follows from the previous 
lemma that 
D(r,)n C, =kl. (4.3) 
Clearly P( 1, l)(x) is holomorphic in ID{ E) for some E > 0. Then rl # 0. The Pring- 
sheim theorem on positive term series tells us that rl is a singular point of P ( 1, l)(x) 
and so of f(x). Since rI is not a pole of (4.2), it is a zero of d(x). It follows from 
(3.3) that 
For the last assertion we note that 
i: (xA)” =[P(i, j)(x)]. 
fl =o 
Since the automatxt which we consider in this theorem satisfies the above three 
conditions (the vertex h is omitted), it follows that 
r( P( i, i)! x)1 = r( P( 1. 1 )(x)) 
for any pair (i, :‘> of states. Therefore, we have the last assertion. Cl 
Note that the solution f(x) is the algebraic series generated by (4.2). The positive 
number r. equals the radius of coilvergence of the algebraic series. Hence the radius 
of convergence is obtained by computing the least positive zero of d(x) of (4.2). 
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Corollary 4.4. The radius of convergence of the algebraic series generated by (4.2) 
equals the least positive zero of D(x) of (4.2). 
At the end of this section we point out some remarks. 
If we do not assume that a,(x), ak_,(x) + 1 and a&) are in R+[x], then there 
exists an algebraic system 
such that a zero of d,(x) is in the disk lD( r(,). 
For the automaton constructed from the algebraic system expressed as (2.1), we 
have 
P,,,(2,2)=P,,,,,(3,3)=. * *=p,1,....,,, -,,(m, rn)= 1 
and 
P ,,....,,,)(r?z+l,nn+l)=P(l,l) (m=b(O)+*.~+b(k--2)+b(k)-k+i). 
Thus P, (x) is expressed as the infinite product of P( 1, l)(x). 
Truncations A,, and lim,,,,Y d,I(x)/d,I+,(x) have relation to det*(E -sA). So we 
can conclude that our two determinants are useful for studies of infinite matrices. 
We also remark that if we start our discussion from the recurrence relation (2. lO), 
then we can prove Theorem 4.2 under the assumption that a,,(s), ak (s) and 
al, !(x) + I belong to the set xR[.r]. The assumption ah 1 (~9 = cs in (2.1) is only 
needed to show that the sequence {d,,(x)} satisfies the initial condition do = 1, 
d ,=d 2=--.=d k+,=O. 
Frobenius’ theory has been extended to operators which leave a cone invariant 
in infinite dimensional spaces (see, c.g., [3, 181). The extension is concerned with 
spectral radii of linear operators. However, our theorem is concerned with the 
convergence norm (the inverse of the convergence parameter). The positive number 
r,, is the convergence parameter [29, p. X1]. In general these two quantities are 
different [M, Theorem 2.11. 
On nonnegative infinite matrices many results are obtained in connection uith 
infinite Markov chain theory (e.g., [2S, 29, 31, _U]). The technique of considering 
truncated mittrices is shown in m;iny papers [ 1 , 27, 2X. 311. However, it is apparrni 
th;tt the$e :tpproachcs to the eigenvalues center on the properties of real eigenvalues, 
iitthcr than that of complex eigenvalues. In the present p;jper we investigate complex 
ciscnvalrles of the II 14 II northwest cortier truncations of infinite matrices associrt:tzd 
u ith some algebraic svstenns. 
5. Applications 
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Let L be a htnguage. Let u(n) be the number of 
contained in L. Then the entropy H of L is defined by 
-._ 
H = log A, where A = lim u(n)““. 
n-+= 
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distinct words of length n 
This is a slight modification of the definition of the channel capacity as introduced 
by [SO] and applied to finite state languages by [7]. The entropy of language is 
applied to cont~: f ree languages by [ 143. 
Let r(f) be the radius of convergence of the structure generating function f of 
the language L. Then r(f) = l/A. 
Kuich [14, Lemma 41 characterized the entropy of unambiguous context free 
languages. 
Now we give a procedure to determine the entropy of some specific context free 
languages. 
Let G = ({u}, Z, P, U) be an unambiguous context free grammar which is induced 
by an algebraic system in the form 
t’=p, pER~({U}uE)*). 
Let $ be the mapping defined in Section 2. We suppose that X = $(p) is expressed 
as (2.1) f,>r the grammar G. Note that the cti&ficients of $(/l) are positive. Then 
the structure generating function f of L(G) is a solution of X = $I( p) (see Section 
2). Therefore, we get the radius of convergence r(fj of the structure generating 
function by Corollary 4.4. r(f) is equal to the least positive zero of the modified 
discriminant o(x) of the system X = +(p). Therefore. we can compute the entropy 
of the context free language L(G). 
Chomsky and Miller [7, p. 1 lo] showed that the channel capacity of finite state 
language is equal to log Tr, where r, is the largest positive zero of the characteristic 
polynomial h(x) of the incidence matrix of the corresponding finite state automaton. 
The number r, is the inverse of the radius of convergence of the structure generating 
function of the finite state language. Then the radius of convergence is equal to the 
least positive zero of the polynomial x’%( l/x), where n is equal to the degree of h(x). 
In this paper we have showed that the radius of convergence of the structure 
generating function of a context free language satisfying the condition defined above 
is equal to the least positive zc’ro of the polynomial d(x-). Thus this result seems 
to give a gcncralization of a result in [7]. 
Example 5.1. We consider two unambiguous context free grammars G3 and GA: 
G.3 = ({ 2’). {a. b, c}, P.3, LJ), 
P; ; c j d, -+bv, + c, 
& = ({c), {n, h, _ h,, h3, b4, c}. Pj, d 
P, ; c + ni?, -4,tl (I 5s &4), +c. 
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The algebraic systems over R[x] associated with G3 and GA are written in the form 
X=xX4+xX+x, (5.1) 
x=xx~+4xx+x. (5.2) 
The modified discriminants d, and & can be computed by Lemma 2.6. 
i53=xJ-3”(x-1)“/4A, Ed = x.‘- 3s(4x - l)j/4”. 
Zeros of d, are 
0.363 . . . . -1.324... and 0.245...*(0.43O...)xi. 
Zeros of DJ are 
0.173.. . , 0.445.. . and 0.209.. .*(0.091 . . .)Xi. 
Let f3(x) aml fl( s) be the structure generating functions of GJ and G,. Then it 
follows from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 that r( f3( x)) = 0.363 . . . and r( fdC x)) = 
0.173 . . . . 
Now we verify this fact by another method. 
From [13, Lemma 41 we have r( f&x)) = 0.363 . . . . Since the number of distinct 
words of length 11 in f.(GJ) is less than or equal to the corresponding number in 
UG,?. we have 
Therefore it ftrllows from [ 14, Lemma 41 that r(_&(s)) = 0.173 . . . . 
The entropy of L(G?) is 1.01 . . . and that of L(GJ is 1.75.. . . 
Next we shall make an asymptotic analysis of lf(/l) defined in Section 2 of the 
language generated by an unambiguous grammar. In the first place we define the 
period of the infinite incidence matrix A associated with the grammar. Since A is 
in Jacobi form, A’ exists for any j 2 0. The integer n(i) is called the period of the 
index i if it is the greatest common divisor of those k for which the (i, i)-component 
of AI“ is positive. Since ,4 is irreducible, (i(i) = t!(j) for any i mrl j. The number 
clt i) is called the period of A. We denote the number by d. 
WC cornputt” the period (1 of A. Let the algebraic system wcr R[Y] wsociatcd 
with the unambiguous gramm;lr bc 
If (?I, 1 ( 9 ) = (‘.Y f 0. then d = 1 . 
11’ UC, , (.I-) = 0. tlwn ti = gcd( ic 11, . . . , i(l)) wlwrc 
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Then for any large m, u\Td’ = l/(rr(P(l, l)))“d. Notethat r(P(l,l)) = r(f(x)),where 
f(x) is the structure generating function of the Language. 
Let &(x) = cil!Fx’cl’+* l l +c,Js’, Let 
(k(l), l l l , k(r)) =(j( l)(mod d), . . . , j( s)(mod d)}. 
Since a&x)P(l, l)(x)=C~=., u(H)x”, it follows that, for any large n, u(n)=0 if 
IZ f k(i) (mod d) for all i, 
Nn) = l/(r( f(x)))” if II = k(i) (mod d) for some i. 
From the above discussion we have the following property. When d = 1, the 
entropy H of the unambiguous context free grammar is given by 
Consider letters T, = {a,, Q ‘1, . . . , a,. a:}. We shall study the Dyck language over 
Tt [ 22, p. 681. First we consider the Dyck language over T,. We have discussed the 
Dych langua,, 0~ i3, over Tl in Example 2.2. We associate an edge -5 (G) in Fig. 
2.3 with a, (a\), respectively. Then we observe that the Dyck language over T1 is 
represented by P( 1, l)(s). Let D(n, t) = { WI w is in the Dyck language over 7’, and 
1~~1 = 2~). Then it is well known that ID( II, 1)1= r,, where r,*( = 2,,C,l/(n + 1,) is a 
Catalan number. Then 
i 1 D( 12. 1)1.1-~‘~ =(l-(l-~x:)‘/1)/(2x’)= i r,,p. 
81 -=(I fi =o 
Next we consider the set of words in the Dych Lnguage over Tl whose depths 
arc’ smaller than or equal to a fixed constant integer M. We define the dep:h of a 
word \v in Dyck language over *r, as follows. 
The clc@ of ~1’ is given by 
whet-e N( 0, lt) is the number of occurrences of the letter a in 14. When we consider 
the words over T, vrith the depth that is smaller than or equal to M, we only need 
to consider the finite subautomaton of the automaton. The finite automaton is 
depicted in Fig. 5.1. This is equivalent to considering the moves of the stack with 
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0 1 A, 0 A 0 -h u T?--- +r--- 3 , y-- l ** t------_ M+ 1 CJ 0 
Fig. 5.1. A suhaufomaton. 
restricted depth. Let 
LI(n, t, M) = { WI w is a word in the Dyck language over T! and its depth 
is smaller than or equal to A4 and 1 WI = 2n). 
Let ID< 11, t, M)I = a( n, t, Ad). Consider the generating function c’;l=,, a( 12, 1, M)x’“. 
Clearly if n s M, a(n, I, Mj = r,. 
We observe 
i: a(4 1, MW” =pIl tr+l,(19 l)(x). . ..I’ 
n-0 
where the right-hand side is a generating function of the automaton depicted in 
Fig. 5.1. 
By (2.2), we get 
where A .llt l (1) is the incidence matrix of the automaton. It is easily observed that 
det( xE,,, - A,xl ( 1)) = S,,t (x), where Snr (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second 
kind defined by the recurrence 
S,(x)=x, &(x)=x2- 1 and S,,,,(x)=xS,,,,(.u)-S,,(s) 
dct( E,\, - sAl,., (1)) = x*“Sz, t l/.x). 
Hence 
(5.5) 
It follows from the well-known identity 
that the zeros of &I I are 2 cos(j~+W ( j = 1 , 2, . . . , M - 1). Thcrcfore, the zeros 
T 
01 dct( &5,, - x&i 1)) arc l/cos~j7~/(M+ 1)) (I+2 Ad, 2j# Al+ 1). 
Clearly the zeros of the det( E& - s&, (1))‘s are dense in the intervals t---s, -1,Q) 
and f l/2, a3. And -l/2 and l/2 are zeros of L)(s) of the algebraic system. Besides 
x,:_ (, (xi;lY’ converges for anv 1.x1< I/2. _ 
This is a simple example of Theorem 4.3. 
No\v ~‘t’ study the Dyck language over “rr (12 2). 
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In order to compute a( n, 2,2) it suffices to consider the binary tree depicted in 
Fig. 5.2. In this case we have 
Fig. 5.2. A \?inary tree. 
From now on we fix A4 and t (t 3 2) and consider the complete t-ary tree with 
( ,.I’ + I
- l)/(t- 1) clcments. We denote (f”‘- l)/(t- 1) by II(M). Then 
where pi ].. .,r,.t,,I( 1, 1) is a generating function of the complete t-ary tree with h(M) 
elements. On the other hand we have the following equality when t = 1: 
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Thus, as an application of the generating functions we obtain 
= UM ( P2X)/ &,$+I ( P2X), (5.6) j 
1 
where U,(x) = det(E, -xA&l)) = x”SM(l/x). We have thus obtained the fol- 1 
lowing. 
Proposition 5.2. Fo: any t 5 1 and M 2 1, 
i a( n, t, M)X2’* =s,(l/t”“x)/(t’~‘xS,,+,(l/t”‘x)). 
t1 =o 
This is essentially the same as [ 12, Theorem 11. 
Next we shall compute the characteristic polynomial of the complete f-ary tree 
as an application. By the previous discussion we have 
f 2 
pi, ._._. Ir,.%,-t 1,](17 1> = 
(E /I( 39 + I 1 --hrm,+d~h, 
det(E,~,,,,+,,-xAI,,~,,+,,(t)) 
(S.7) 
where A /,( ,if+ 1 ,( t) is the incidence matrix of the complete t-arv tree with h( LU + 1) 
elements. We denote the polynomial det( E,,, ,,Ij - x&, ,1,(t)) hy \‘~,(s). It follows 
from (5.6) and (5.7) that 
LJ,,, : i ‘, ‘xv u,, + 1 (t’ ‘g) = ‘l’,f (s)‘/ v,,+ , (XL (S.S) 
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The Lukasiewicz language h over Z: consists of all words w such that h(w) = -1 
and all proper initial subwords w’ of w satisfy /I( w’) 2 0. Salomaa and Soirtola [23, 
p. 12 1 ] showed that the characteristic series of the Lukasiewicz language is obtained 
from the strict algebraic system 
U=U&Dk+ l l l +u,u-i=u(~‘ (5.9) 
The algebraic system over R[x] associated with (5.9) is written in the form 
X=xxk+“‘+xx+X. (5.10, 
The R-o-automaton associated with (5.10) is depicted in Fig. 5.3. Edges u’ 5 ui+’ 
(iH.j=O,....k- 1) colrrespond to letters q+ I and an edge u’ p ui+’ corresponds 
to a letter Q,~. Then the strxture generating function of the Lukasiewicz language 
equals P( L’, A )(.I% where P( t‘. h )(x) is a generating function of the R-cr-automaton. 
Fig. S.3 gives an interpretatlr~n of the height function. 
Fig. 5.3. An infinite automaton. 
Next we consider a special case of the Lukasiewicz language. We study the 
algebraic system (see [ 14. Example 11) 
x = xx” +x. (5.11) 
11 c‘ denote the incidence matrix associated with (5.11) by A. 
We hnv approximate values of eigenvalues of the truncations of A. As stated 
in Section 5 _ 2, the truncation A,, corresponds to a finite subautomaton of an 
R-cr-autonxtton associated with (5.1 I ). 
We knew from Ltmmas 2.7 and 2.9 that 
k+ I 
( 1 ) (-I 1’ ’ ’ 2,, 1~ 0 for any zero 2,) of J,,(z), 
(2) the degree of d,,(z) equals [n/k]. 
(3) each zero of d,, (z) is a simple zero. 
T’x zeros of ti,, (xl are determined by the equality 
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Then 
Xk = (_,)(L;‘) q,+(k - l)k-‘/kk. 
Therefore, we have obtained the following properties. 
(1) The eigenvalues of & except zero lie in the lines I exp(i2rrj/k) (P) 
(k-1) (k-“!k/k, j=o,. . . , k-l). 
(2) Each line contains [n/ k] eigenvalues. 
(3) The algebraic multiplicity of each eigenvalue is one. 
5.4. A matrix A: 
We consider the &&r-automaton associated with the algebraic system 
X=xX2+xX+x. (5.12) 
This R-o-automaton may be iooked at qs a kind of a stack. As in Section 5.2. w 
consider the case that the depth of the stack is very deep but bounded. Then we 
consider the finite subautomaton of the IL!-cr-automaton. 
Now UC study the transition from V’ to I?’ in the subautomaton. For this purpose 
we ovaluatc /Ii for large k. Let the incidence matris associated with (5.12) be A. 
When integers IZ and k are sufticicntly lqc, the miltriu ,4 can bc regarded as a 
good approximation of Ai , which will be showed Mow. 
From Theorem I 2 of [ 291, wt‘ have 
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In the second step we evaluate the eigenvectors CU,, and v,. First we note that 
we may assume 60, = V, in this case. Hence we consider only a left eigenvector v,. 
We denote the ith component of v,, by (n) v,. Then it is clear that 
Temporarily we assume (n) ttl = 1. We evaluate the eigenvector vn by using a left 
eigenvertor n# bL .,. tlIr3 infinite matrix A. Let V(A) be a left eigenvector of A corresponding 
to the eigenvalue A. We denote the ith component of V( A ) by vi (A ). We assume 
that L’, (A) = 1. The’n we shall prove . 
py_ (“,V, = v,(3). (5.14j 
In order to prove f 5.14) we need some preparation. We claim that 
L’,+~(A)=h’n,(l/h) forany iM. C5.15) 
We note that 
v,(A)= 1 I v#.)+ v&i) = AC,(h), 
(5.16) 
Putting s = l/A, we have, from Lemma 2.4, 
Then the proof follows by induction on 1 and is omitted. 
In generrl we can prove the proposition below in the same way. The proof is left 
to the reader. 
We consider the algebraic system 
.~=a,,(.~)IYh+~h.-,(X)X+ah(x), (5.17) 
a&-)=&x”+‘-‘+* - .+d,,_,x. 
We denote the incidence matrix associated with (5.17) by M. Let v be a !.A 
t’ig<nvcctor of !Lf corresponding to the eigenvalue A. We denote the ith component 
of )’ by c,. 
Proposition 5.4. For crtz_v i 2 1, 
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By the same w:.:/ we have 
i I1 ) V 1+1 = rn jdi( l/m)* (5.18) 
From Theorem 4.2 we have lim,,,, r,, =3. Then (5.14) follows from (5.15) and 
(5.18). 
011 the other hand, the recurrence relation (5.16) implies 
Vi(3)-i foranyi21. 
Then 
,‘,t~_ (,,)v, = i. 
z 
Here we assume that n = 2~2. (The similar result holds for odd 11. j Then by considcr- 
ing equality (5.13) we have 
Here by the normalization condition (2) we determined the constant factor. 
Thus 
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